
DRUMUL DRACULUI

Pron. "Dru-mul (u as in "put") Drac-yoo-loo." Moldvai Csango – ethnic Hungarians in 
Romania (including Egyházaskozár village, Gyimes). One translation is “the Devil's path” 
but I have also heard “the path of the dragon”. Notes to a youtube video (posted by 
balkandancer) say the dance “is supposed to make the bad spirits go away.” The 
Hungarian name for the dance is Ördög Útja. For more details on the Csango (i.e. 
Hungarians living outside the borders of Hungary) in Romania, and more dance variations,
see notes at;

http://www.folkdancecamp.org/old_syllabus/FDC1995.pdf (these are notes for all the 
dances taught at the 1995 camp). What I teach is broadly Steve Kotansky’s Variation 2.
http://www.math.uconn.edu/~troby/moldvai.pdf

Learned from; Hugh Spriggs, who learned from Marina Wostenholme. However, the 
version I teach is modelled on videos on youtube which mainly show young people 
dancing in a modern Hungarian setting.

Arms; low W, slightly forward. Notes by others have a variety of other holds.

Start on the first note.

1.  (side R, close L) x 2, side R, stamp L twice (the second stamp is slow). Mirror.         
x 2

2. (  R, ¯ replace  L, ¯  R,  replace L) x 3, *stamp R 3 times, (third stamp s with 
weight)*.

x 2
Part 2 foot positions not fixed – e.g. first step can cross in front a little, and/or be 
emphasised. On first step, L leg can lift up behind. On third step, L foot can flick forward.

Variation 1; replace from * to * with; step without weight or light stamp R  slightly forward, 
step similarly R a little to the side (still a bit forward), step without weight or light stamp R  
slightly forward s.

See videos - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl6PGGibPik titled “Ördög útja - Moldvai táncház”.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX89_hMa9X8 titled “Berka zenekar: Ördög útja – 
drumul dracului” (dancing comes into view at 1.41. NB There are 2 different videos with 
this title).

There are many other variations, some of which seem like a completely different dance.  
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